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Traveling Culture

In 1969, Jeff Wall published Landscape Manual, a book whose annotated text

provided a commentary on the making of landscape photographs; the images illustrat-

ing the manual showed a suburban road, with its vacant lots, cars, and houses. By

adopting the methodology of a didactic book, Wall provided a critical narra-

tive of the genesis of an urban phenomenon, all the while parodying the

“objective” gaze of documentary photography. “The facts always exist in

interdependence with your thinking,” Wall wrote in 1970 on the subject of his

manual, reiterating the importance of his conceptual project.1

Also in 1969, the N.E. Thing Co., run by a pair of Vancouver artists,

Ingrid and Iain Baxter, erected advertising billboards along an ordinary

stretch of road in Prince Edward Island. 2 The sequence of photographs that

re-create this journey inform us that we are travelling through a Quarter Mile

N.E. Thing Co. Landscape. Although the images are still photographs, they

ingeniously imitate cinematic ellipsis by linking spaces and times to convey

the temporality of the route. After the images, a map that situates the site is

displayed, while a drawn sketch retraces the path taken. N.E. Thing Co. is

playing with compelling contradictions: the text’s descriptive quality pro-

duces a sense of space; the immobility of the images takes us on a journey;

and the humour reminds us of photography’s limitations in re-creating spa-

tio-temporal experiences. 

Still in 1969, Ian Wallace roamed the boulevards of Vancouver, look-

ing for modern architectural forms superimposed on the urban traces of daily

life. His photographs of the period “rigorously” reproduce the classic mis-

takes of the amateur photographer—imprecise framing, unwanted reflec-

tions, indifference to lighting, objects intruding into the field of vision—giving them

an ordinary, almost insignificant quality. Nevertheless, this deliberate lack of know-

how has the merit of directing our attention to the pictures’ making, which, while not

rendering the city and its representation invisible, presents them from the point of view

of their materiality. 

Jeff Wall, Landscape
Manual, 1969, artist’s
book, 28 x 21,5 cm.
Courtesy of the artist. 

                                



What these three artists’ conceptual projects have in common is that the process

of creating space is not behind the scenes, but constitutes the very substance of their

images. Continuing the thought process he had begun twenty-five years earlier with

Landscape Manual, Jeff Wall now focuses on what photography had made visible in

conceptual practices: “It is possible that the fundamental shock that photography

caused was to have provided a depiction which could be experienced more the way the

visible world is experienced than had ever been possible previously. A photograph

therefore shows its subject by means of showing what experience is like; in that sense

it provides ‘an experience of experience’, and it defines this as the significance of

depiction.”3 In addition to being invested with ways of thinking about the world, pho-

tography reveals ways of making it.

Like these three inaugural bodies of work,

within a kind of Canadian photography, the work of

the twelve artists in the present exhibition, as well as

that of the numerous other Canadian artists dis-

cussed here, makes visible the real and illusionistic

mechanisms involved in the production of space.

Their images4 are thus designed to be the stage upon

which both the ways of making and the ways of

thinking space, whether that space is realistic or

improbable, are made visible. The places where

these photographers have chosen to work are good

indications of this. Whether they create their images

in the studio or on location—cities, gardens, landscapes, museums, laboratories, theme

parks, or workplaces—most of these places are “set-up.” The images thus allow us to

become aware of these settings and to question their role in the production of meaning

or ideology. For all of the artists in this exhibition, it seems, the scene is as important

as the space seen, and the construction of space is as interesting as—if not more than—

that which is apparently being described. Often, their images situate us at a reflexive

distance, so that we cast a critical gaze, at times serious and at times playful, on these

documented or re-created spaces. It is the same distance as that created by the work of

Jeff Wall, N.E. Thing Co., and Ian Wallace. All of the places they passed through—the

suburban roads Wall surveyed, the landscape the Baxters marked out, and the boule-

vards Wallace crossed—were photographed from the same place: the inside of an auto-

mobile. Their pictures’ frames were, in effect, doubled by the frame created by car win-

dows, and the landscapes pictured are often superimposed on the fleeting images

reflected by these windows and rearview mirrors. The gaze and the space are both

mobilized, reminding us that there is no such thing as spaces without observers. These

artists’ strategy involved using a special genre, the road movie, which is very impor-

N.E. Thing Co., Quarter
Mile Landscape (Prince
Edward Island),
Canada, 1969, 3 silver
prints, hand-tinted, ins-
criptions, 1 map, water
colour and pencil on
paper, each 52,5 x 80,5
cm. Collection of the
FRAC, Bretagne,
France.

            



tant to North American visual culture. In the road movie, the road calls out to be trav-

elled, and the automobile is the means of locomotion that makes possible the creation

of travel narratives. The car thus acts as a cockpit from which the driver observes the

world constantly flashing across the screen-like windows. Functioning as a moving

camera, the car reinforces formally the idea of a distance between the driver and the

spaces being observed.

The automobile, essential for travelling through the vast territories of America,

was a metaphor for a conception of space that is characterized by a mobile gaze that

telescopically joins the near and the distant. This at a time when, little by little, the

global art village was taking shape: advances in transportation had made

it possible for Canadian artists to travel abroad with ease, while modern

communications networks began relaying vast quantities of outside

influence into the home. This phenomenon produced global cultural

shifts that profoundly transformed how we understood our cultural and

national identity, what it was made up of, and how it was created. This

new mobility gave rise to what James Clifford describes as a “traveling

culture,” particularly significant for the definition of a national culture.

National cultures are now seen as non-static entities that are criss-

crossed by travellers actively participating in the transformation of not

only their own identity, but also those of the cultures with which they

come into contact. Thus, with respect to the current exhibition, which

strives to present the characteristic features of a photographic culture—

Canadian art photography—we must make clear that this culture can no

longer be situated in a clearly defined national context, because its bor-

ders are now mobile. In fact, the very concept of the border rests on an

essentially political vision whose goal is to produce binary relationships.

Instead borders represent a metaphorical space of passage. And in his or her constant

displacements, each person becomes, in a sense, a moving border, heralding the advent

of a new national identity, one based on interculturalism, which has succeeded (and is

bound up with) multiculturalism. The question, Clifford insists, is no longer “Where

are you from?” but, rather, “Where are you between?”5 Alongside this complex con-

struction of identity, Canadian photographic practices are expressed through the mode

of cultural interaction.

Readymade Images

From its beginnings, photographic practice has been dominated by work on

location, often in reaction to the theatrical style privileged by commercial studio pho-

Ian Wallace, Untitled,
1969-1970, 2 silver
prints, 157,5 x 99,1 cm.
Courtesy of the Catriona
Jeffries Gallery,
Vancouver.

        



tography. This work continued throughout the 1970s in city streets and along back-

country roads. Many photographers cast a gaze on hitherto neglected social strata,

often located far from the major centres, using a method similar to the Beat

generation’s wanderings. Under the impetus of this movement, Gabor

Szilasi, a Hungarian-born photographer, roamed the Quebec countryside,

looking to capture individuals in their habitat and record the startling urban

forms that were springing up in the Abitibi and Beauce regions in the late

1970s. He found unusual places, such as this Intérieur chez Louis-Philippe

Yergeau (“Interior of the Home of Louis-Philippe Yergeau,” 1977), in which

the coherent arrangement of innumerable objects forces us to acknowledge

the domestic origins of installation art. 

The work of Lynne Cohen, even more systematic and devoid of humanistic

qualities, has grown out of the found site. Over the past thirty years she has searched

for and recorded interiors, which now constitute a vast photographic repertory of pre-

existing, seemingly implausible sites, each with a specific function. Whether laborato-

ries, classrooms, or shooting ranges, the impersonal and cold settings suggest experi-

mentation, simulation, research, and waiting. These functional assemblages occasion-

ally call to mind the appearance of works of art, but,

unlike Ken Lum’s series Architectural Digest

(1979), which shows interiors where works of mod-

ern art are displayed, it is the minimalist arrange-

ment of the scenes that Cohen photographed that

triggers such associations. The extremely formalized

way that these scenes are staged, as well as their pal-

pable materiality, reinforced by the presence of

materials such as Formica or other synthetic

veneers, makes us hesitate to ascribe to them an aes-

thetic or practical function.6 We even doubt that they

are real. All of the places that Cohen documents

using a rigorous protocol of taking pictures—social

distance, frontal or slightly oblique perspective, and diffuse lighting—really exist, but

most of them are unfamiliar to us because we do not have access to them. They resem-

ble life-size sets or models, which function to replace individuals in life situations that,

in some cases, we can identify only with difficulty. As a result, these places, in which

knowledge is put to use and reproduced, are troubling in themselves. Cohen’s images

reinforce this effect by capturing them when they are devoid of any human presence.

The targets or mannequins that appear in them remind us, with their eloquent silence,

that in this context the subject is transformed into an object of experience. Cohen thus

Gabor Szilasi, Intérieur
chez Louis-Philippe
Yergeau, Rollet, 1977,
chromogenic print.
Courtesy of the artist.

Ken Lum, Architectural
Digest, 1979, 4 chromo-
genic prints, variable
sizes. Courtesy of the
artist.

            



gives us access to sites whose function often

reveals power structures.

Many places have a photogenic quality.

They appear to us as a re-presentation—as a ready-

made image that is unexpected yet desired, situat-

ed at the border of the already seen and the unbe-

lievable. Like Lynne Cohen, many other art pho-

tographers roam about endlessly looking for such

pre-existing settings. Roy Arden also privileges

this Duchampian modus operandi in the series of

images that he began in the 1990s. He created the

series Landscape of Economy using “scenes”

found in the British Columbian landscape while

searching for the ideal point of view that would

enable him to adopt a critical stance on the rise of

real-estate speculation and the damage that it causes.

His Monster House, Coquitlam, B.C. (1996) is

exemplary in this respect: it depicts, with obvious irony, a picturesque landscape in

which a border of young trees in the foreground—the apparent survivors of devasta-

tion at a construction site—activates the critical operations of the image. “To depict,”

Roland Barthes has remarked, “is to pull down the cover of codes, to refer, not from

language to a referent, but from one code to another.”7 It is in this way that Arden

draws on landscape painting, reproducing its picturesque quality in order to superim-

pose on a model of experience of the sublime the brutal reality of devastated nature. 

Like Arden, Scott McFarland shows us mises en scène of built-

up nature. But while Arden casts a critical gaze on landscape, McFarland

is more interested in the micro-manipulations involved in its making. He

photographs highly designed gardens that are incontestably photogenic.

A garden’s first and foremost condition is that it be seen, like the land-

scape in general, as a painting. It is made visible, Anne Cauquelin

explains, by “its borders (the frame), its necessary elements (the shapes

of coloured objects), and its syntax (its symmetrical and united ele-

ments).”8 McFarland’s photographs heighten this effect by confining the

landscaped frame within the photographic frame. This effect of repetition echoes the

presence of observers in his gardens—analysts, inspectors, or trappers—caught in their

act of observation by a photographer attentive to all these details. The observers are

being observed. McFarland’s images thus subtly shift our attention onto the micro-

actions that take place in an opulent garden, revealing the precise and often unsuspect-

Roy Arden, Monster
House, Coquitlam, B.C.,
1996, chromogenic
print, 106,2 x 125,8 cm.
Collection of the
National Gallery of
Canada. Courtesy of the
artist.

Lynne Cohen, Laboratory, 1999, Dye coupler print, 111 x 129 cm;
Laboratory, late 1990s, Dye coupler print, 122.5 x 158.2 cm; Police
Range, 1990, gelatin silver print, 114 x 139 cm; Military Installation,
1999/2000, Dye coupler print, 122 x 158 cm. Courtesy of the artist. 

                    



ed labour that goes into its daily maintenance. He depicts this everyday activity with

an extreme concern for realism, capturing the minute and seductive details of plants,

flowers, and systematically arranged flower beds. As Roland Barthes once again

reminds us, realism cannot be said to “copy,” but

to “pastiche”: it copies “a (painted) copy of real-

ity.”9 McFarland intervenes in represented reali-

ty; inspired by painting methods, he subtly

enhances its bloom, making manifest the gar-

den’s artificial nature. 

In the same way as the garden, the muse-

um can be understood as a space of appearance.

If we think of the way a museum’s “set design”

is conceived to draw our attention to the numer-

ous attractions that its exhibits hold, we might

even say that it consists of several such scenes.

Like the garden, the museum is made up of pas-

sageways, creating perspectives that direct us

toward successive aesthetic events. But museums, unlike gardens, are places of public

access to cultural and historical knowledge. Their task is to “frame” art objects—to set

them out to view and make them available for learning. To do so, they use practices

based on the codes and conventions proper to the discourse of art history. Most often,

this is a materialist history, concerned with the realm of things: an entire history

absorbed with the essential—but altogether too exclusive—study of “great art.” A his-

tory, finally, that is not sufficiently concerned with such everyday narratives as those

involving the display or conservation of works of art, but that is nevertheless signifi-

cant to the development of art history. 

This is the question that Vid Ingelevics was drawn to when he carried out

extensive research in numerous fine-art and natural-history museums (the

Metropolitan Museum of Art, the Victoria and Albert Museum, the American Museum

of Natural History, and others). He then organized the exhibition Camera Obscured:

Photographic Documentation and the Public Museum,10 using some of the significant

images that he had found, thereby saving a part of the history of museology from obliv-

ion. In many of the historical photographs that he has exhibited, all of them shot by

photographers employed by the museums, we see the workers—technicians, painters,

lighting specialists, museographers, guards—who toil predominantly in the shadows

of the museum space. These not-yet-symbolized activities, which are often anonymous

because they are of secondary importance, belong to what the sociologist Michel de

Certeau calls the “practices” and “ways of operating” of everyday life.11 Despite their

Scott McFarland,
Spraying, Norman
Whaley Applying Aphid
Solution, 2004, Digital
C-print, 127 x 102 cm;
Trapping, Ernesto
Gacutan Positions
against Fauna, 2003,
Digital C-print, 127 x
102 cm.; Inspecting,
Allan O’Connor
Searches for Botrytis
cinerea, 2003, Digital C-
print, 127 x 102 cm.;
On the Terrace Garden,
Joe and Rosalee Segal
with Cosmos altrosan-
guineus, 2004, Digital C-
print, 127 x 102 cm.
Courtesy of the artist.

            



apparent silence, he explains, these activities are no

less socially present and effective. In his book The

Practice of Everyday Life, de Certeau condemns

“studies” that examine only producers and their

intentions and ignore what he describes as “second-

ary productions,” the ways in which places or

images, for example, are used.12 By returning to this

neglected historical space, by making visible the

individual activities of everyday life that go on there,

and by inscribing them in the symbolic order,

Ingelevics demonstrates the importance of narrative

in the production of cultural space. Exhibitions are a

“practised place” for those who produce them, but

also for the people who visit them, each helping to

bring new narratives to light. In this sense,

Ingelevics offers a resistance to the dominant dis-

courses of museum practice by making them func-

tion in another register, thus transforming them from

within. 

Camera Obscured also had the merit of

inquiring into the ambivalent status of these images:

are they art photographs—many of them were taken

by artists employed by the museum—or archival

photographs that document the “minor” history of

museums? This question is posed in an even more

direct fashion in Ingelevics’s recent photographic

series, with the revealing title Between art and Art,

which contrasts the art of making history and the

history of Art. In it, he pursues his investigation of

the space of the museum, this time by observing its non-places: corridors between gal-

leries, stairwells, entrance halls, boutiques, and so on. In the face of these images,

which reveal such non-places to our gaze, we are obliged to take note of what the prin-

ciples of space at work in museums try to make us forget. A guard’s desk in the cor-

ner, a red fire extinguisher under a stairway, a telephone hanging in the middle of a

wall, an empty display case come into view as traces of a place inhabited by the peo-

ple who work there, “practised places” which, when examined by the camera, acquire

an identity and a history. Ingelevics’ images remind us that photography is always a

space in which history is staged, even if some histories can sometimes be difficult to

re-create if we do not have access to the narratives of those who produced them.

Photographer unknown, Edward Milla, museum photographer (left)
and unidentified colleague at work in the “operating room” in the
High Attic, Metropolitain Museum of Art, New York, 1924, n° of refe-
rence MM 1029-8795. Presented in the exhibition Camera Obscured:
Photographic Documentation and the Public Museum, curated by Vid
Ingelevics. Courtesy of Vid Ingelevics.

A.E. Anderson, Construction of Diplocodus forelimb, The American
Museum of Natural History, New York, about 1916, n∞ of reference MM
35059. Presented in the exhibition Camera Obscured: Photographic
Documentation and the Public Museum, curated by Vid Ingelevics.
Courtesy of Vid Ingelevics.

Vid Ingelevics,
Metropolitain Museum of
Art, #21, 2000, Fuji chro-
mogenic print, 58 x 69
cm.;  
Metropolitain Museum of
Art, #18, 2000, Fuji chro-
mogenic print, 58 x 69
cm.;  
Metropolitain Museum of
Art, #39, 2000, Fuji chro-
mogenic print, 58 x 69
cm.;  
Metropolitain Museum of
Art, #22, 2000, Fuji chro-
mogenic print, 58 x 69 cm.
Courtesy of the artist.

                          



Re-created Sets

The city, with its fragmentation and division into sections, like the urban devel-

opment to come, is a space in which complex social relations are at play, relations

determined by economic and political power structures. As a result, we might liken the

city to a space of appearance, as Louis Quéré suggests, “where actors and actions

accede to public visibility just as much as events and social problems.” He continues,

“It is through the mechanisms of ‘making public’ that this space maintains that power

is submitted to everyone’s gaze and control. This supposes the presence

of a public interested in public affairs, capable of perception and judg-

ment, and able to initiate or react.”13 Quéré connects the concept of pub-

lic space to the judgment of a public able to express its view of the com-

ponents of power put before it. His highly aesthetic definition of the pub-

lic space presupposes the capacity for this judgment to generate common

meaning—that is, a meaning shared by many. Quéré thus gives value to

the mise en scène of social life, and gives a different function to public

opinion. The events and actions that the public space thereby makes vis-

ible are capable of provoking social debate by addressing themselves to

a public capable of making judgements, giving opinions, and responding

through actions. It is to this concept of the public space that Stan

Douglas’s panoramic work Every Building on 100 West Hastings (2001) appears to

refer, by presenting it as a space of appearance capable of eliciting an opinion, a ques-

tion, or a reaction.

This work shows a section of Hastings Street in Vancouver, which has been

radically transformed in recent years by criminal activity and poverty. Here can be

found homeless people, sex-trade workers, and drug dealers and their clientele. The

work’s title and its panoramic form make explicit reference to Edward Ruscha’s Every

Building on the Sunset Strip (1966), while the frontal view of the buildings and the way

the sections of the work are imperceptibly joined more directly recall Melvin

Charney’s The Main . . . Montréal (1965). In the work of these two Canadian artists,

Stan Douglas, Every
Building on 100 West
Hastings, 2001, chromo-
genic print, 66 x 426,9
cm. Courtesy of the
artist.

Melvin Charney, The
Main… Montreal, 1965,
East side: panorama, 12
gelatin silver prints
mounted on 2 cardboard
panels. Panel 1: 44,5 x
111,6 cm; panel 2: 44,5
x 91,6 cm. West side:
panorama, 17 gelatin
silver prints mounted on
3 cardboard panels.
Panel 3: 44,5 x 111,5
cm; panel 4: 44,5 x 120
cm; panel 5: 44,5 x
126,6 cm. Courtesy of
the artist.-

               



Hastings Street and St. Lawrence Boulevard are the borders of areas in Vancouver and

Montreal that are marked by criminal activity, poverty, and drug abuse. Although made

in different eras, they cast the same critical gaze—more suggestive than directive—on

urban scenes in which numerous social conflicts are played out. But while Charney’s

boulevard is animated by urban activity, Douglas’s street is deserted. This “theatrical”

emptiness gives the images a troubling quality and makes us doubt that they are real.

Douglas used specialized movie lighting for night shooting in order to capture these

building façades on Hastings Street’s west end, which was closed to all traffic for the

occasion. The façades, illuminated by movie lights, are dramatically flattened, giving

us the curious impression of being placed in front of a constructed set. The effect is

accentuated by the seemingly long exposure time, which produces a sort of suspension

of time, as if the set were waiting for characters to come and act out their roles on it.

This strategy avoids depicting the misery of the people who usually inhabit the street,

while using the image’s indexical power to suggest the causes of its tragic decline.

The transformation of the city is at the heart of Isabelle Hayeur’s project.

Rather than observing urban issues from a local point of view, however, Hayeur

inquires into the effects of globalization on the shape of the city. Using a method sim-

ilar to Douglas, she creates an urban space by using digital montages that impercepti-

bly join images together. Unlike Douglas, however, her images are made up of photo-

graphs of different places, photographed in her travels or taken off the Web, which she

deftly reassembles in order to pro-

duce generic links between them.

Her most recent diptych, Nuit

américaine (2004), re-creates a

derelict gas station, a vacant and

abandoned space that appears

strange because it is surrounded by

luxury buildings under construc-

tion. Or is it the seeming ordinariness of the images that makes the place seem so curi-

ous? Prompted by the narrative that these images seem to contain, we search their sur-

face for the traces of a story or anecdote whose thread we can follow. We quickly real-

ize that the images present no thrilling narrative, despite the fact that they encourage

us to wait for something. Instead, different impressions follow one another, impres-

sions that we might say are produced by the indistinct lighting. The title refers, more-

over, to a lighting technique that makes it possible to shoot outdoors in daylight and,

with the use of filters, to make it appear as if it were night. This union of day and night,

reproduced here through computer-generated modification of the contrast between the

images, explains in part the strange atmosphere that this deserted place creates. It is a

Isabelle Hayeur, Nuit
américaine (Ritz Plaza
et Liquidation), 2004,
diptych, digital
prints,164 x 110 cm
each. Courtesy of the
artist.

        



space that speaks to us of time. Created out of places with different origins, it shows

metaphorically the synchronic transformations taking place in most major North

American cities at a time of economic growth. In this sense, a city’s mutations are part

of a larger narrative, in which the global economy also shapes daily life. Hayeur’s

images take stock of this new socio-geo-

graphic reality, which is profoundly trans-

forming the way that space is being utilized

and inescapably affecting the social identi-

ty of individuals today.

Globalization also interests Louise

Noguchi, but in a completely different way.

She is interested in its effects on culture and

has focused her attention, over the past few

years, on the survival of the cowboy myth.

She has undertaken a series of photographs

that document the living history of this fig-

ure, still found in Far West theme parks

such as Six Gun City in Jefferson, New

Jersey, and Donley’s Wild West Town in

Union, Illinois. The origins of this prolific

leisure industry lie in the travelling shows

organized by William Frederick Cody (Buffalo Bill) who, between 1883 and 1913,

travelled around the United States and Europe with his theatrical troupe, its sets and

musicians contributing to the glorification of the legend of the Far West. Today, this

story is reinterpreted in settings where scenes of the conquest of the Far West are acted

out, over and over. The actors, dressed in period costumes and equipped with the nec-

essary props, are professional gunmen, lasso artists, skilled knife throwers, and, of

course, virtuoso horseback riders. What is fascinating about the performances that

Noguchi documents is the way in which the history of the cowboy is re-created so that

it corresponds exactly to the audience’s expectations. Far West theme parks can thus

be seen as sites of a symbolic action, for they stage the collective imagination by refer-

ring to and adopting the appearance of the widely familiar western movie genre.

Noguchi, concerned with these effects of mediating reality, creates photographs

with all the appearances of still images from a western. At times, the action seems sus-

pended and partial, while at others it is shown at its apex. These shots, often taken in

close up, reveal significant details, or capture the expressions of characters after a bat-

tle. In this way, Noguchi not only documents the re-enactment of Far West scenes, she

also captures the way these scenes are staged. She reveals the cultural syncretism at

Louise Noguchi, BOOM,
2004, Transmounted
Digital Print, 114 x152
cm.; Virgil, 2004,
Transmounted Digital
Print, 76 x 102 cm.;
Blow-back, 2004,
Transmounted Digital
Print, 76 x 102 cm.;
General Store,
Transmounted Digital
Print, 2004, 76 x 102
cm.; Farewell,
Transmounted Digital
Print, 2004, 76 x 102
cm. Courtesy of the
artist.

            



work in the way western imagery is created, subtly revealing its mechanisms to us. 

The role of American imagery in the shaping of subjectivity has also been a

concern of Liz Magor’s. In 1990–91, Magor created a series of fourteen photographs

titled Civil War Portfolio.14 These images depict re-enactments of the U.S. Civil War,

true glorifications of the past in which individuals fascinated by this historical era, and

dressed in period uniforms, stage scenes of battles, camp life, the injured in hospitals,

and even strewn corpses. With forty thousand people reviving it each year, the Civil

War is the most re-enacted historical event in the United States, and its re-enactment

is the most popular hobby with men motivated by feelings of patriotic valour15. Like

Noguchi’s cowboys, their roles and

costumes are inspired by television

series, documentaries, or Hollywood

movies that use the Civil War as a

backdrop. The cowboy and the sol-

dier are two figures that have been

profoundly marked by the ideology

of U.S. domination, an ideology that

evidently persists in popular culture

today. Noguchi and Magor, each creating documentary images that show ironically

how these figures have survived into the contemporary world, thereby make visible the

mechanisms at work in the construction of cultural spaces.

Reinterpreted Places

Images of found sites co-exist in this exhibition alongside images of construct-

ed and re-created places, a distinction that is sometimes difficult to establish given that

most of these places have been altered, organized, or scripted. A space previously asso-

ciated with the outdoors, when shot according to the rules of documentary photogra-

phy, can thus today fall under the category of the mise en scène, as we have seen with

Jeff Wall’s images. Furthermore, the studio, a space once inseparable from cinematic

fiction, can also promote the reinterpretation of real places. For many contemporary

artists, studio work has become an alternative that allows for the construction of spe-

cific spaces. Studio work requires materials and means similar to those of television or

cinema (a constructed set, lighting, actors, etc.), but makes it possible to invent a space,

to add props, and to place characters in planned situations. This type of practice often

favours a concept-based methodology. This is certainly the way Michael Snow uses it,

often by creating indoor sets in which domestic scenes unfold, being careful to inscribe

the reality of this constructed set in the image. For the past forty years, Snow has

Liz Magor, Civil War
Portfolio, 1991, gelatin
silver prints with text,
61 x 69 cm each.
Courtesy of the Susan
Hobbs Gallery, Toronto.

            



moved at will from one discipline to another, putting into play,

in the humorous style for which he is famous, the conventions

around the way a work is received, represented, and narrated

and its duration.

Snow takes up the question of duration in an absolute-

ly literal manner in the photograph Flash! 20:49, 15/6/2001

(2001), in which he stages Henri Cartier-Bresson’s famous

“decisive moment,” that moment when the photographer, on

the fly, captures the climax of an action. “Taking photos,”

Cartier-Bresson said, “is to hold your breath while all your faculties converge on the

reality fleeing before you.” Taking a photograph, Snow seems to reply ironically, is to

produce a reality to match the decisive moment of a picture’s taking. Here, the image

combines an odd situation with a synchronized flash: a man and a woman, manifestly

seated in a restaurant, are captured in the infinitesimal instant preceding the realization

that will make them react to a bizarre incident that will overturn the objects

in front of them. Snow makes judicious use of the double meaning of the

word “flash,” as both the lighting device essential to indoor photography and

a sudden awareness. This, as Catsou Robert has pointed out, is specific to

Snow’s work, as a way of making us see beyond the subject depicted to the

making of the work itself.16

Whereas Michael Snow takes evident pleasure in revealing to us the

illusionistic effects at work in the production of reality, Carlos and Jason

Sanchez re-create domestic spaces in minute detail, being careful to camou-

flage all traces of their staging. This concern recalls a cinematic mode of pro-

duction, which creates realistic places, situations, and actions. Like Jeff

Wall, the Sanchez brothers use photography to fix re-created situations,

which then refer metonymically to a narrative of some kind. For their work

The Gatherer (2004), they reproduced in studio the overflowing apartment

of an old man who, his whole life, had amassed innumerable useless

objects—pictures, books, clothes, figurines, newspapers, and so on—assem-

bled in an order whose coherence he alone could explain. This man, probably driven

by a compulsion to accumulate, the image seems to tell us, felt constrained to collect

all sorts of things in the event that they might prove useful someday. The accumula-

tion of objects gives this dwelling an almost womb-like function, by keeping the old

man submerged in a reassuring space. Such compulsive behaviour often cloaks a pro-

Michael Snow, Flash! 20
:49, 15/6/2001, 2001,
laminated colour photo-
graph, 122 x 183 cm.
Courtesy of the Jack
Shainman Gallery.

Carlos and Jason
Sanchez, The Gatherer,
2004, digital chromoge-
nic print, 152 x 223,5
cm.; 8 Years Old, 2003,
digital chromogenic
print, 60 x 82,5 cm.;
Courtesy of the artist.

            



found anxiety. By making us forget the illusionistic methods at work in the production

of this space, the Sanchez brothers skilfully direct our attention to the psychology of

the person they are depicting. They use the same method in their works John (2002)

and 8 Years Old (2003). What The Gatherer reveals, therefore, through the use of dif-

ferent strata of objects spread out in the foreground and background, is the life of a

man marked out by his materialized memories. A careful and minute examination of

the image brings out details that heighten its narrative power. Here is a method simi-

lar to literary narrative, in which detailed descriptions of living spaces are often used

to fix, as in an image, the personalities of the people

living in them.  

Nicolas Baier is also concerned with everyday

surroundings—his own, which he remakes into digital

compositions that have a painterly quality. To create

his images, Baier frequently uses a digital scanner to

systematically scan the surface of things, and then he

reassembles the different fragments obtained into a

new composition. The result of this procedure can be

seen in the work Planète (2003), a monumental circu-

lar image that appears to bring us closer to the surface

of a heavenly body. If we are attentive, however, we

are gradually transported, through an effect resem-

bling the cinematic travelling shot, to a bird’s-eye

view above a round table. The planet’s roundness is

suddenly eclipsed by the texture of a table with a dis-

tressed surface. Exploring the image further, we encounter a hint of perspective on the

dark side of the globe. We immediately return to an earthly environment, but this time

we are in a landscape. The multiple layers, the sense of transference and condensation,

like that of visual interference, constantly confuse the relationship between the spaces

depicted. This tactic also produces unexpected visual shifts from surface to depth, as

well as a kind of telescoping between spaces. The depth of the image creates the illu-

sion that time is unfolding, as though the visual force of each of these strata reproduced

the effect of a film sequence that cannot be erased from our perception. Paul Virilio

describes this phenomenon well when he compares the space of the gaze not to an

absolute space, but to a relative space: “And so, as Rudolph Arnheim understood,

vision comes from far off, it is a sort of travelling shot, a perceptual activity that begins

in the past in order to shed light on the present, to focus the object of our immediate

perception.”17 These captured images, in which a table, a planet, and a beach are super-

imposed, also suppose “captured times,” whose correlations draw us into a sort of

Nicolas Baier, Planète,
2003, lambda print, dia-
meter of 305 cm.
Courtesy of the artist.

              



whirlpool wherein we vacillate between here and numerous elsewheres. Thus, each

time our eye is caught by a space rising to the surface, the preceding space shifts to the

background, is deferred, or at least is perceived through the pictorial matter in which

it now seems enveloped.

The Space of Working

The representation of artists’ workspaces is a separate photographic genre. It

has often appeared in advertisements promoting upcoming exhibitions, and is fre-

quently used, as did Hans Namuth in the first portrayal of Jackson Pollock performing

his famous painting method, to illustrate articles about how artists go about their work.

For the most part, the representation of the workplace has denoted a space where works

are produced, and a setting that the artist sees as propitious to reflection, inspiration,

and conception. This is how we have been shown the studios of artists as varied as

Monet, Picasso, Kandinsky, Mondrian, and Duchamp, but also Stella, Rauschenberg,

and Hockney. Often artists are represent-

ed at work, or are captured in a usually

solitary moment of contemplation. 

Although today the artist’s studio

is no longer depicted only as a sanctuary,

it certainly remains a place for thinking

and creating. But the reality of artists’

work—its occasionally entrepreneurial

nature—gives the studio the look of a

small business where the tasks of design,

production, and distribution are executed, where meetings with curators are held, and

where funding research and communications activities are carried out. At least, this is

what we see in the first section of Parages (2002), a photographic installation by Alain

Paiement in which the successive floors of the building where he lives are spread out

in a linear fashion. For the first image, subtitled Partir d’où j’habite, Paiement system-

atically photographed his apartment, along with its street and backyard, in bird’s-eye

overhead shots, which he then assembled in a monumental photomontage. Placed very

high, the camera methodically describes this space, which, thus flattened, offers us an

opportunity to scrutinize it closely. The indoor space appears to be played out on a dual

stage, where, thanks to the simultaneous representation of different times, private and

professional lives coexist. We observe the living space of the artist, necessary to the

private unfolding of daily activities, and at the same time, we see places that are

reserved for work. Although it does not explicitly display a relationship with artistic

Alain Paiement, Parages
(partir d’où j’habite) et
(toit/nuages), 2002, ink
jet digital prints on
polypropylene, 270 x
752 cm. Courtesy of the
artist.

            



production, Paiement’s large montage stands in for this relationship

by offering us, through a self-referential process, a synthesis of the

work’s different stages: conception, production, and dissemination.

We see the principal protagonists—the artist, the digital imaging

technician concentrating on his computer, the curator meeting with

the artist’s assistant—all simultaneously involved in diverse activ-

ities. This is perhaps an illustration of how artists generally work:

surrounded by assistants, professionals, colleagues, and friends, all

contributing to the realization of a project. Nevertheless, this kind of business is differ-

ent from many other businesses, as we can see from the view of the bakery on the floor

below Paiement’s apartment, where people are busy making the day’s bread.

Paiement’s workspace is here inseparable from his living space, which no

doubt explains why his lifestyle is inscribed autobiographically in Parages (partir d’où

j’habite), which we witness in the very process of its creation. The

matter of determining where an artist’s work is carried out has been

of concern for Rosalind Krauss, who states that it has become

increasingly problematic since the collapse of modern art prac-

tices.18 Indeed, how can we situate the practice of artists who do

not necessarily produce their work in a studio but, rather, adapt to

the site where they have been asked to create? And how can we sit-

uate the work of artists who operate in the conceptual realm, where

the making of art does not always entail the use of material objects

and often consists of making an order? These questions have been

investigated by contemporary artists who have judiciously under-

taken the “performance” of artistic work. For instance, Ian Wallace

chose to occupy the Or Gallery’s space in Vancouver, by transform-

ing it into a studio for the duration of an exhibition. Every evening,

the curtain in the gallery’s street-front window was raised, allow-

ing passers-by to watch the artist at work. And indeed, there was

Wallace, absorbed in reading Kierkegaard’s The Concept of Irony. It was an astute

choice of book not only because of its title, which obviously referred to the irony of

the staged scene through which the artist was producing a conceptual work, but espe-

cially because of the philosophy of Kierkegaard, who holds that routine activities and

experiences are conceptually significant. Wallace’s piece, titled At Work, raises funda-

mental questions concerning the artist’s role as a producer and the nature of the work

of art. 

Ian Wallace, At Work,
1983. Courtesy of the
artist.

Klaus Scherübel,
Untitled (The Artist at
Work) #12, 2004, C-
print, caption, variable
sizes. Photo:
Emmanuelle Léonard.
Courtesy of the artist. 

Klaus Scherübel,
Untitled (The Artist at
Work) #9, 2002, C-print,
caption, variable sizes.
Photo: Oliver
Ottenschläger. 
Courtesy of the artist. 

              



Thought and reflection, essential to the production of all works, can also

take place in locations as varied as movie theatres, video stores, libraries, shops, or

the sites one visits when travelling. This, at any rate, is suggested in Klaus

Scherübel’s series of photographs Untitled (The Artist at Work), which has been

underway since 1993. Each image in the series shows the artist absorbed in

thoughts or focused on an activity that tends to induce them—reading or contem-

plating a landscape, for example—and in each case, his work is represented by the

act of looking or thinking rather than by manual production. “Is there another

moment in the act of artistic creation itself, Rosalind Krauss asks, one which would

do justice to the complex network of decisions which make up the artist’s ‘work’?

”. 19 It is these essential yet difficult-to-perceive moments that Scherübel has cho-

sen to re-create in this “documentary”, which

he has been making with the help of different

photographers for the past twelve years. Each

of his images thus appears to stand for the

whole, which systematically repeats its own

artistic activity in the process of its making.

Both its duration and its recursive process

probably best convey the sly humour of this

conceptual work.

The gaze that we cast on the places that

surround us and the workspace are also of con-

cern to Emmanuelle Léonard. But while

Paiement, Wallace, and Scherübel investigate the artist’s production space, Léonard

directs her attention to work as a social activity. Since 2001, she has been develop-

ing a project in collaboration with workers from all walks of life—real estate, arts

and leisure, science, education, public services, finance and insurance, and more—

inviting each to produce images of their particular work space. Her role is limited

to selecting and then publishing the images in the form of photographic installa-

tions, newspapers, or posters. In her most recent installation, Statistical Landscape

(In the Eye of the Worker) (2004), created in collaboration with workers in Toronto,

the scale of the images makes it possible to gauge how representative various sec-

tors of activity are. For the creation of these images, the one directive she gave her

collaborators was to photograph their workplace without the presence of humans.

The emptiness of the spaces renders with greater ease the gaze that the workers cast

on them; rather than directing our attention to the overall situation, it allows us to

see through the eyes of the worker, as the subtitle of this series indicates. This pro-

cedure, in contrast to the depiction of people in their own habitat (a theme found

Sean Reuther
(Manufacturing), 104
cm x 69 cm. 

Mike Collins (Other ser-
vices (except public
administration), 53 cm
x 33 cm. 

Reno Strano
(Administrative and
support, waste manage-
ment and remediation
services), 63,5 cm x 46
cm. 

Sean Tai (Information
and cultural industries),
53 cm x 36 cm.
Courtesy of the artist.
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2004, 20 prints (variable
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glass and posters,
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Courtesy of the artist.

               



throughout the history of documentary photography), also makes it possible to intro-

duce an aspect of the invisible that would otherwise be inaccessible to the viewer.

Because of the absence of human figures, our attention is often drawn to the represen-

tation of social space—a theatre in which ordinary, everyday events unfold like so

many human dramas, by “opening the field for politically educated sight, in the face

of which all intimacies fall in favour of the illumination of details,” as Walter

Benjamin so astutely remarks on the work of Atget.20 The workers’ gazes that Léonard

collects reveal details of spaces that we imagine highly familiar to those who labour in

them day in and day out. In this sense, these spaces come to be seen as indices of par-

ticular social realities.

Making of

In film, the “making

of” is a genre whose function

is to document the shooting of

a film. What makes it special

is that it captures an entire

world moving around itself;

generally about twenty min-

utes in length—at least this is

the length we have become

familiar with in the genre’s distribution on DVDs—it reveals the underside of a film

shoot and the many stages of a film’s production. It shows the director, actors, and

technicians in the heat of the action, and often includes interviews with these figures.

Its project is to restore a film’s own reality, but it is a reality that we must describe as

illusory because, being limited to a promotional role, it only rarely shows the setting’s

true flip-side. Generally, artists have reacted to this lack of distance in commercial

films and critically examined its structural qualities, as well as its spectacular mecha-

nisms. The films of Mark Lewis, beginning in 1995 with Two Impossible Films, are

comparable to an ambitious “making of” that questions the industry’s methods while

skilfully manipulating the reality of its illusions. Lewis’s critical project can be likened

to the literature of deconstruction, to that of Gérard Genette in particular, which divides

a text into components in order to show how they are structured.21 In this way, Lewis

creates, as he describes it, a “cinema part”. That is, he isolates its component parts (the

credits, the end, the extras, the genre, and so on) with the goal of rearranging them into

a distinct work. This method allows him to reveal the rhetorical strategies of image

producers, to observe the way in which cinema generates its own forms, to break down

Mark Lewis, Airport
(location photo, n°6 ),
2003, C-print, 51 x 61
cm.; Airport (location
photo, n°7), 2003, C-
print, 51 x 61 cm.
Courtesy of the artist.

          



its codes and formal conventions, to desta-

bilize its generic features, or to comment

ironically on its spectacular measures.

Lewis is also interested in modes

of film production and the division of

labour that they entail. This is what is sug-

gested by the series Location Photos,

which takes us to a film’s pre-production

stage, when shooting locations are found. These kinds of images are essentially pre-

liminary sketches not usually intended for public exhibition. Their often banal aspect,

combined with the lack of adequate context, invalidates their informative function. In

effect, lacking an interpretive framework—a commentary or advertising slogan—these

images give us very little information. They contain no precise information about the

nature of the film and do not always make it possible to identify the shooting location

or, even less, to picture the action that took place. At most, they allude to existing or

forthcoming films. Location Photos thus produces a peculiar sensation, as though the

meaning of the images were being twisted to reveal a conflict between a literal inter-

pretation and the function to which their title refers. Indeed, how can we be sure that

Location Photos represents a film if we have access to that film only indirectly,

through these decontextualized images? Lewis’s photographs have lost their illustra-

tive function in favour of an aesthetic autonomy.

Many artists reproduce cinema’s codes and conventions in this way, while oth-

ers make remakes, often with the goal of inquiring into their own role in the produc-

tion of meaning and ideology. When Stan Douglas remade Journey into Fear (2001),

a spy drama originally filmed in 1942 by Norman Foster and then made again by

Daniel Mann in 1975, he was attempting to retrace the determining economic and

political factors underlying the contexts in which each film had been artic-

ulated. In the document accompanying the screening of his film at the São

Paulo Biennial, Douglas explained that in the time separating the produc-

tion of the two earlier versions the world had changed substantially: “The

1942 version was set during World War II while the context of the 1975

remake was the 1973 oil crisis—two events significant for the purposes of

this project because the former initiates, and the latter roughly marks a

halfway point in the transition from internationalism to globalism: the pas-

sage from a world in which power is brokered by politics to one in which

finance is the preferred medium of influence.”22 The action in Douglas’s version takes

place on a freighter, and the dialogue between the person in charge of the cargo and

the commander reveals this historic passage between the pre-eminence of politics and

Mark Lewis, Algonkin
Park, Early March,
(location photo n°2),
2002, C-print, 51 x 61
cm. Algonkin Park,
Early March, (location
photo n°6), 2002, C-
print, 51 x 61 cm. 
Courtesy of the artist.
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cm. Courtesy of the
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that of a globalized economy. The

ship, like the film’s dubbing into sev-

eral languages, acts as a metaphor for

the present-day socio-economic reali-

ty. In producing this remake, Douglas

employed a less explicit or literal ref-

erential process—allusion. For a space

of criticism to emerge, we must dis-

tance ourselves from the reference. The photographic diptych Journey into Fear

(2001) consists of a film still that allows us to observe the set on which Douglas’s

remake was performed. The explicit reference of these two photographs to the “mak-

ing of” genre functions to remind us that this fiction takes place in the context of a film

production that is also involved in expressing a reality.

Whether this work and all the others discussed above represent realities or fic-

tions, the rhetorical devices employed to express them frequently conceal methods that

might tell us about the works’ relationship to reality. “Along with what is implied by

what is said,” François Récanati has said, “there is what is implied by the act of say-

ing it—besides the logical implications of the stated, there are the pragmatic implica-

tions of the statement.”23 This is the method often privileged by the artists presented in

this exhibition, to unveil the myths and mechanisms at work in the production of

images.

Translated by Timothy Barnard

This text has been published in Zeitgenössische Fotokunst aus Kanada (Contemporary
Photography in Canada), Berlin, Neuer Berliner Kunstverein and Braus Edition ,
2005.

Stan Douglas, Journey
into fear: Pilot’s
Quarters 1 and 2, 2001,
diptych, 2 chromogenic
prints, 71 x 89 cm each,
Courtesy of the artist.
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